
Chuck Norris
Old Male Human; Military, Tough x3, Strong x1 Soldier x5, Martial Artist x8, Charismatic x1, 
Personality x5
Allegiances Family, Christ, Business
Languages English
Reputation +11 (Renown)

Hit Points  132
AC 26; Fortitude +14, Reflex +14, Willpower +10
Massive Damage Threshold 14
Resistances Defensive Martial Arts, Elusive Target, Remain Conscious, Unbalance Opponent

BAB +16; Initiative +0; Speed 30 ft
Brawl +20 (1d6 +5 nonlethal; crit 18-20 x3)
Combat Martial Arts +20 (1d10 +5 lethal or nonlethal; crit 18-20 x3)
Flurry of Blows +18/+18/+13/+8/+3 (1d10 +5; crit 18-20 x3)
Flying Kick (charge) +21 (1d10 +13; crit 18-20 x3)
Frightful Presence Will DC 27 (shaken for 1d6+2 rounds)

Options Combat Reflexes, Improved Feint (move action, Bluff +13), Power Attack

Action Points 16; Second Wind, Tactical Aid, Iron Fist

Ability Scores: Str 14, Dex 11, Con 14, Int 12, Wis 12, Cha 14
Feats: Advanced Combat Martial Arts, Brawl, Combat Martial Arts, Combat Reflexes, Confident, 
Defensive Martial Arts, Elusive Target, Frightful Presence, Improved Combat Martial Arts, Improved 
Feint, Personal Firearms Proficiency, Power Attack, Renown, Simple Weapon Proficiency, 
Trustworthy, Unbalance Opponent
Skills: Balance +5, Bluff +11**, Diplomacy +10 (Trustworthy)**, Intimidate +14 (Confident)*, Jump 
+12, K (business) +16, K (current events) +6, K (tactics) +6, P (act) +12*, Ride +5, Profession +16, 
Spot +11, Survival +12, Tumble +10
*Charm (men) +1 to check if target's attitude is indifferent or better.
**Unlimited Access +5 to some checks. Charm may also apply.
Possessions: Total Fitness Gym, a mansion, and a yacht. Oh, and he owns you too.

Military (occupation)
Skills (k [tactics], survival): These skills are permanent class skills. If a skill is already a class skill, he or she 
receives a +1 competence bonus on checks using that skill. 
Bonus Feat: Personal Firearms Proficiency.

The Tough Hero
Remain Conscious: When the Tough hero's hit points reach -1, the hero can perform as though he or she were 
disabled, making either an attack action or a move action every round until the hero reaches -10 hit points (and 
dies) or the hero's hit points return to 1 or higher. The hero can choose to succumb to unconsciousness if he or 
she thinks that doing so might prevent him or her from taking more damage.
Second Wind: The Tough hero can spend 1 action point to gain a second wind. When the hero does this, he or 
she recovers a number of hit points equal to his or her Constitution modifier. This talent does not increase the 
Tough hero's hit points beyond the character's full normal total.
Bonus Feat: Confident



The Strong Hero
Melee Smash: The Strong hero receives a +1 bonus on melee damage.

Soldier
Weapon Focus (unarmed): The soldier adds +1 to all attack rolls made using the selected weapon.
Weapon Specialization (unarmed): The soldier gets a +2 bonus on damage rolls with the chosen weapon.
Bonus Feats: Combat Reflexes
Tactical Aid: As a full-round action, the Soldier provides tactical aid to all of his allies (including himself) 
within sight and voice range of his position. This use of tactical aid requires an action point.
This aid provides a +1 competence bonus on attack rolls. The bonus lasts for a number of rounds equal to one-
half of the Soldier's level in the advanced class, rounded down.
Improved Critical (unarmed): For the weapon the Soldier has applied weapon specialization to the Soldier's 
threat range increases by one.

Martial Artist
Living Weapon: The Martial Artist attacks with either fist interchangeably, or even with elbows, knees, and feet. 
This means that the Martial Artist may even make unarmed strikes when his or her hands are full, and there is no 
such thing as an off-hand attack for a Martial Artist striking unarmed.
The Martial Artist also deals more damage with unarmed strikes. At 8th level, it increases to 1d10.
Flying Kick: Starting at 2nd level, a Martial Artist can use a charge to deliver a devastating flying kick to an 
opponent. At the end of this charge, the martial artist adds his or her class level as a bonus to the damage he or 
she deals with an unarmed strike.
Bonus Feats: Advanced Combat Martial Arts, Improved Combat Martial Arts.
Iron Fist: At 5th level, a Martial Artist gains the ability to spend 1 action point to increase the damage he or she 
deals to a single opponent with a single unarmed strike. The martial artist declares the use of the action point 
after making a successful unarmed strike. The result of the action point roll is added to the damage roll for that 
attack.
Flurry of Blows: At 7th level, a Martial Artist gains the ability to strike with a flurry of blows at the expense of 
accuracy. The Martial Artist must be unarmored to use this talent, and he or she must make unarmed strikes to 
gain the benefit. With a flurry of blows, the Martial Artist may make one extra attack in a round at his or her 
highest base attack bonus. This attack and each other attack made in the round take a -2 penalty. This ability can 
only be used when taking the full attack action. The penalty applies to all attacks for one full round, including 
attacks of opportunity.

The Charismatic Hero
Charm (men): The Charismatic hero gets a competence bonus on all Charisma-based skill checks made to 
influence members of his chosen gender. The bonus is equal to the character's Charismatic level.
A Charismatic hero can only charm Gamemaster characters with attitudes of indifferent or better. The charm 
bonus can't be used against characters who are unfriendly or hostile.

Personality
Unlimited Access: When others would normally make a Diplomacy check or Bluff check to smooth-talk or trick 
their way into a private party or invitation-only event, the Personality adds a bonus equal to his or her 
Personality level.
When a Personality buys a ticket to a show or for transportation, he or she can make a Diplomacy check to get 
that ticket upgraded. DCs are given below.



Upgrade Diplomacy DC
Seat at sporting event to field pass 10

Hotel room to suite 15

Concert or theater ticket to backstage pass 20

Economy transportation to first-class 25

Bonus Class Skill (ride): At 2nd, the Personality designates one cross-class skill as a class skill. Once 
designated, the skill is considered a class skill every time the character adds a new level of Personality.
Bonus Feats: Trustworthy
Royalty: At 4th, a Personality's activities in the public eye generate extra income. This income provides a Wealth 
bonus increase of +4.
Winning Smile: At 5th level, a Personality develops such a force of personal magnetism that he or she can 
convince a single target to regard him or her as a trusted friend. (If the target is currently being threatened or 
attacked by the Personality or his or her allies, this ability won't work.)
The target makes a Will saving throw to avoid being persuaded by the Personality's words and actions. The DC 
is 10 + Personality's class level + Personality's Charisma bonus.
This ability doesn't enable the Personality to control the target, but the target perceives the Personality's words 
and actions in the most favorable way. The Personality can try to give the target orders, but he or she must win 
an opposed Charisma check to convince the target to perform any actions the target wouldn't normally 
undertake. The target never obeys suicidal or obviously harmful orders, and any act by the Personality or his or 
her allies that threatens the target breaks the mood and clears the target's head. Otherwise, a target remains won 
over for 1 minute per Personality level.
After the duration expires, the GM determines the reaction and attitude of the target based on what the 
Personality compelled the target to do.
This is a Mind-Affecting ability.

Feats
Advanced Combat Martial Arts: When the character scores a critical hit on an opponent with an unarmed strike, 
the character deals triple damage.
Brawl: When making an unarmed attack, the character receives a +1 competence bonus on attack rolls, and the 
character deals nonlethal damage equal to 1d6 + his or her Strength modifier.
Confident: The character gets a +2 bonus on all Gamble checks and Intimidate checks, and on level checks to 
resist intimidation.
Combat Martial Arts: With an unarmed strike, the character deals lethal or nonlethal damage (the character's 
choice) equal to 1d4 + the character's Strength modifier. The character's unarmed attacks count as armed, which 
means that opponents do not get attacks of opportunity when the character attacks them unarmed. The character 
may make attacks of opportunity against opponents who provoke such attacks.
Combat Reflexes: The maximum number of attacks of opportunity the character may make each round is equal 
to the character's Dexterity modifier + 1. The character can still only make one attack of opportunity on a single 
opponent.
Defensive Martial Arts: The character gains a +1 dodge bonus to Defense against melee attacks.
Special: A condition that makes the character lose his or her Dexterity bonus to Defense also makes the 
character lose dodge bonuses. Also, dodge bonuses stack, unlike most other types of bonuses.
Elusive Target: When fighting an opponent or multiple opponents in melee, other opponents attempting to target 
the character with ranged attacks take a -4 penalty. This penalty is in addition to the normal -4 penalty for firing 
into melee, making the penalty to target to character -8.
Frightful Presence: When the character uses this feat, all opponents within 10 feet who have fewer levels than 
the character must make a Will saving throw (DC 10 + ½ the character's level + the character's Charisma 
modifier). An opponent who fails his or her save is shaken, taking a –2 penalty on attack rolls, saves, and skill 
checks for a number of rounds equal to 1d6 + the character's Charisma modifier. The character can use the feat 



once per round as a free action.
A successful save indicates that the opponent is immune to the character's use of this feat for 24 hours. This feat 
does not affect creatures with an Intelligence of 3 or lower.
If the character has the Renown feat, the Will saving throw's DC increases by 5.
Improved Combat Martial Arts: The character's threat range on an unarmed strike improves to 19–20.
Improved Feint: The character can make a Bluff check in combat as a move action. The character receives a +2 
bonus on Bluff checks made to feint in melee combat.
Personal Firearms Proficiency: Characters without this feat take a -4 penalty on attack rolls made with personal 
firearms.
Power Attack: On the character's action, before making attack rolls for a round, the character may choose to 
subtract a number from all melee attack rolls and add the same number to all melee damage rolls. This number 
may not exceed the character's base attack bonus. The penalty on attacks and bonus on damage applies until the 
character's next action.
Renown: The character's Reputation bonus increases by +3.
Simple Weapon Proficiency: A character without this feat takes the -4 nonproficient penalty when making 
attacks with simple weapons.
Trustworthy: The character gets a +2 bonus on all Diplomacy checks and Gather Information checks.
Unbalance Opponent: During the character's action, the character designates an opponent no more than one size 
category larger or smaller than the character. That opponent doesn't get to add his or her Strength modifier to 
attack rolls when targeting the character. (If the opponent has a Strength penalty, he or she still takes that 
penalty.)
The opponent's Strength modifier applies to damage, as usual.
The character can select a new opponent on any action.



This was an attempt to use d20 Modern to model a real person. Chuck's official site doesn't say much about his 
training, but if wikipedia is to be believed:

It was in South Korea that Norris acquired the nickname Chuck and began his training in Tang Soo Do, an 
interest that would lead to black belts in Tang Soo Do, Tae Kwon Do, and Shinto-Ryu Karate, and a brown belt 
in Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu; and the founding of the Chun Kuk Do ("Universal Way") form...

A quick search shows that most of these are predecessors or offshoots of Tae Kwon Do. The exception is the 
Brazilian style focuses on Judo grappling techniques (locks, pins, and such).  Chun Kuk Do is a hybrid of these 
forms.

Here's how I stat Chuck. First, the timeline (wikipedia reference):

Born 1940 Non-physical childhood, mediocre student.
1958-62 Air Force MP, learns martial arts in Korea.
1962 Opens Martial-arts school chain.
1967 Starts to compete.
1969 Peak competition performance period begins.
1974 Retires from Martial Arts undefeated, begins acting school.
1977 First starring role.
1980 Middle-age penalties.
1993--2001 Walker, Texas Ranger.
2000 Old-age penalties.
2005 Legendary meme.

I start with the elite array: Str 14, Dex 13, Con 15, Int 9, Wis 10, Cha 11

The army toughens Chuck up: Tough Hero x3, Strong Hero x1, Soldier x5 = level 9.  Most of the feats are spent 
on Marital arts. The Army bonuses go to unarmed damage. Stat increases: 4th Int, 8th Con

Martial Arts career: Martial Artist x8 = total level 17. Chuck stops competing while in top shape. Stat increases: 
12th Str, 16th Str

Acting: Charismatic 1, Personality x3 = total level 21. Chuck goes Epic and ends Walker, Texas Ranger when it 
still tops the ratings. Stat increases: 20th Cha Middle Age: -1 Str, Dex, Con.  +1 Int, Wis, Cha.

The Legend: another Personality x2 while the legend grows. Chuck's meme gains Frightful Presence. Old Age: 
-1 Str, Dex, Con. +1 Int, Wis, Cha.

I had to take a few small liberties for this build to work:
• Martial Artists get Perform (dance), which I changed to Perform (act) to meet the prerequisites 

for Personality.
• There are no rules for characters beyond level 20 in d20 Modern. I continued to calculate all 

bonuses normally.
• Extrapolating a little, Chuck keeps the best of 4d6 when spending and action point.

If you want a special attack for Chuck's Roundhouse Kick, I recommend modified Flying Kick bonuses (+2 to 
hit, +8 damage, no Charge action required). Remember you can apply Iron Fist to any unarmed attack, including 
kicks.

If you want a more legendary Chuck (http://www.ChuckNorrisFacts.com), add his Reputation bonus to all rolls 
(including damage).


